HMR Supplies Overcomes Challenges in Heavy Hauling
When it comes to serving the heavy hauling industry,
HMR Supplies knows flexible, adaptable and
customized equipment is critical.
HMR Supplies has its roots in heavy hauling. When
you work with us, you know you have partnered with a
company that has extensive experience with moving
huge, heavy objects from point A to point B, even when
those points are hundreds of miles apart. Our ability and
experience in customizing equipment and collaborating
with customers to solve challenges has helped move
everything from transformers to massive boulders.
Ingenuity and Capability for the Heavy Haul
Like no other industry we serve, the heavy hauling industry constantly offers
new challenges. Because what is hauled and where it is hauled from and to are
so variable, heavy hauling often calls on HMR Supplies equipment and expertise
for assistance. Our highly customizable Holland Dollies often are the backbone of
our solutions. We make dollies that can pivot in tight spaces, be self-propelled,
free wheel or both. Above all, we make products that can be used as components
in multiple hauling configurations, giving heavy haulers freedom to
create safe, strong and secure support solutions for nearly any object being
hauled over virtually any terrain.

SUPPLIES

Creating Solutions. Solving Problems.

No matter what you
have to move and where
you have to move it,
HMR Supplies has the
expertise to design a
system to get it done.

HMR Supplies is People who Find Solutions
Our ability to manufacture and deliver high-capacity, durable and efficient
heavy material transport equipment is only part of what HMR Supplies does for
its customers.
What really sets us apart is the way HMR Supplies combines our existing products
with employee ingenuity, expertise and full design-and-build capabilities to become
our customers’ valued partners, helping them understand and overcome challenges.
We start by listening and learning about what you want to achieve. We then help
envision the best solution to that problem, and finally find the ideal combination of
products and processes that make the vision a reality. The solution could include any
combination of an existing HMR Supplies product, an existing product that’s uniquely
customized or an entirely new piece of equipment.
No matter what it takes, HMR Supplies is committed to helping customers design
and execute plans to handle and transport huge, heavy, awkward items safely and
as cost-effectively as possible.

Contact HMR Supplies today and start the
conversation about overcoming whatever
challenges you face.
Call us at 641-585-3630, or visit us online at hmrsupplies.com.
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A Heritage of
Heavy Lifting
HMR Supplies traces its
roots in heavy transport
back to 1968, and we’ve
been manufacturing the
industry-leading Holland
Dollie since 1981. That’s
more than four decades
of experience serving
structural movers,
heavy haulers, large
construction, large
product manufacturers
and the oil field, cement,
marine and wind
industries.

